Revision lateral ankle reconstruction.
Symptomatic lateral ankle instability is a common source of disability in an active population. While most incidences are successfully treated by conservative measures, some individuals require lateral ankle reconstruction. A commonly performed procedure is the Gould modification of the Broström lateral ankle reconstruction. Despite its success, some individuals experience recurrent instability through reinjury. Revision surgery often involves nonanatomic reconstruction using tendon grafts that may restrict normal ankle and subtalar motion and can result in persistent postoperative pain and disability. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate an equivalent success rate using a more anatomic revision lateral ankle reconstruction based on the Gould modification of the Broström concept. We retrospectively reviewed 15 consecutive patients who had a revision lateral ankle reconstruction between 1992 and 2000. All procedures were done by a single surgeon (FGL). Patients who exhibited hindfoot varus and dynamic heel rollout had a valgus calcaneal osteotomy. Patients were asked to complete a 100-point questionnaire postoperatively. All patients reported improvement in ankle function, decreased pain, and no episodes of instability compared to preoperative assessments. Excellent results were achieved in 12 of 15 patients which was consistent with published data from index Broström reconstructions. Four patients who had fixed hindfoot varus and dynamic ankle rollout had valgus calcaneal osteotomies. All patients returned to an active lifestyles including sports and military service. Our findings suggest that a revision anatomic lateral ankle reconstruction is an effective option. A thorough clinical evaluation was mandatory to assess hindfoot valgus with dynamic ankle rollout for which a valgus calcaneal osteotomy was included in the procedure. We believe that tendon sacrificing procedures can be avoided in most patients, but soft-tissue structures must be assessed intraoperatively and the surgical approach planned to allow for conversion if necessary.